may be represented by an electric current line (see Fig. 1 ). We name this electric current line the representative current line V. The Ohmic law of electric resistance must be applied between two equipotential surfaces where the total currents on these two surfaces are same. One of the main applications of the electric conductivity method is to measure the mean concentration in homogeneous turbulent field. To evaluate on explicit value ofR the relation between c{l' , S) and S(l' ) must be known. These relationships are known by solving Eq. (3) with given boundary conditions. But the solution depends on the distribution of concentration and the shapes of the electrodes.
For our present discussion it is satisfactory to introduce the primitive function S' cs(l' ) instead of
In Eq.(13) the resistance R is expressed by a column of conducting fluid of cross section area S' and of length L along which there is concentration fluctuation cs(lf). LjS' coincides with the cell constant K if cs(l' ) is constant. cs{l' ) can be set between c1 and c2 where c± is the lower limit of concentration existing in the field while c2 is the upper limit of concentration.
Let/(^) be the probability density of cs(lr) existing between the electrodes, then dl' can be written as Lf (c) The authors discuss the adaptability of the electric conductivity method to the fluctuating system, a problem which has never been discussed before. We have concluded that with some limitations the method is applicable. The electric current distribution in the field can be expressed by the solution of Eq. (3) with specific boundary conditions on electrodes and surrounding geometries.
One can also notice an electric current line. It has current di along the direction of the current line and has cross section ds perpendicular to the line. Eq.(l) is rewritten as di =a (I,s] dv(l, s)
The electric resistance along the current line is 
Conclusions
The following facts were known both from experimental and theoretical considerations. The pressure drop of air across a powder bed within a hopper can be described by Eq.(3) based on a Kozeny-Carmanequation.
The vertical solids pressure of cohesive materials within a hopper under the influence of air pressure is given by Eq. (12) or (13) which relates to cohesion of particles and air permeability through the powder mass.
Eqs. (16) and (19) can sufficiently represent the flow criterion of cohesive materials from a blocked hopper under the influence of air pressure. They are based on a simplified block flow model, and expressed as a function of the material properties of the particles, a hopper geometry, and the operational condition of air pressure.
Generally speaking, the air pressure required to release a blockage of cohesive particles within the hopper is relatively small and thus it is useful as a flowpromoting device. In case of air pressure applied below the hopper outlet, the minimum air pressure required is higher than that applied above the powder bed, and often causes the channeling phenomenon which prevents cohesive materials from starting to flow out of a blocked hopper. 
